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Teenager ages are transition period from child ages to maturity ages. In 

adaptation process to get the maturity, commonly teenagers had confused 

to find their self-concept. Therefore, teenagers had not found their selfidentity. 

Self-concept is the important part in teenager life, because selfconcept 

would determine how someone acts in his or her ages. This 

concept is not particularly factor of human characters, but a factor that we 

had to learn and formed by individual experiences related with others. 

First man whom they met is their family and whole members. Therefore, 

family is the first place to built self-concept of children. Many family 

aspects such as unattended parent, both of they passed away or divorced, 

thus declared that parent is a model and resource of firming children idea 

and sense about what would they become and their achievement in the 

future. 

The aim of this study is to know teenager self-concepts on case divorced 

parent. Writer use qualitative method, observation data, interviewing, and 

documentation on this study. Subject of this study is students of SMU Widya 

Gama Malang whose parent gets divorced. 

Based on this study, writer described that teenager self-concept whose 

parent gets divorced in SMU Widya Gama Malang had negative inclined. It has 

shown from its subjective self-concept, which has highly egoism such as 

obstinate, rebelling, selfish, and offended. Whereas they have underestimate of 

their self-aspects. They have considered that they could not make something 

worth, it has affected their interpersonal relationship, and other mentally 

functions. In interpersonal relationship; social self-aspect, they have intercourse 

difficulties in their age. Teenagers who have intercourse difficulties, they would 

not accept in their community. Apart from that, biological differences between 

man and woman in self-concept measurement have determining part of their own 

gender. Source of man self-concept formed, prominently in showing their 

manliness. However, woman emphasized in their feminists, such as gentleness 

and physically attraction.  

 

Abstract 

Teenager ages are the transition period from child ages to maturity ages. In  

adaptation process to get the maturity, commonly confused teenagers Had  



to find Their self-concept. Therefore, teenagers Had Their selfidentity not found.  

Self-concept is the Important Part in teenager life, Because selfconcept  

Would determine how someone acts in his or her ages. This  

concept is not particularly factor of human characters, but a factor That We  

Had to learn and formed by an individual related experiences with others.  

They first met the man whom is Their whole family and members. Therefore,  

Family is the first place to built self-concept of children. Many family  

Such aspects as unattended parent, both of Theys passed away or divorced,  

thus declared That the parent is a model and resource of firming children idea  

and sense about What would They changed from and Their achievement in the  

futures.  

The AIM of this study is to know teenager self-concepts on case divorced  

parent. Writer use qualitative methods, data observation, interviewing, and  

documentation on this study. Subject of this study is students of SMU Widya  

Gama Malang whose parent gets divorced.  

Based on this study, the writer described That teenager whose self-concept  

divorced parent gets SMU Widya Gama Malang inclined Had negative. It has  

shown from its subjective self-concept, the which has highly egoism Such as  

obstinate, rebelling, Selfish, and Offended. Whereas They have underestimate of  

Their self-aspects. They have Considered That They Could not make something  

worth, it has affected Their interpersonal relationships, and other Mentally  

functions. In interpersonal relationships, social self-aspect, They have intercourse  

Difficulties in Their age. Teenagers WHO Difficulties have intercourse, They Would  

not accept in Their Community. Apart from that, biological differences Between  

man and woman in self-concept measurement have determining part of Their Own  

gender. Source of self-concept formed man, prominently in showing Their  

manliness. However, woman emphasized in Their feminists, Such as gentleness  

and physically attraction.. 


